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“ We want that home to suit their needs and make their life easier.”
RANDY THELEN, PRESIDENT AND OWNER

By building strong relationships with clients, Thelen Total Construction is better able to improve the functionality of homes.
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At some point, nearly everyone dreams of buying a lakefront property as a summer retreat or retirement home. The
lure of water skiing and backyard barbecues is an irresistible
image to many homebuyers.
But for all the recreational fun and relaxation lake homes bring,
they are among the most challenging projects for homebuilders.
The varying topography of lakeside properties makes every project a distinct challenge. One home may be relatively flat while the
property next door could have a 50-foot elevation change between
the driveway and backyard pier.
That is why it takes an experienced homebuilder to reconcile
the clients’ requirements with natural obstacles and zoning restrictions. In southeast Wisconsin, that go-to builder is Thelen
Total Construction.
“The market where we tend to specialize is lake properties because it really is one-of-a-kind, one-at-a-time because every site is
different,” owner and President Randy Thelen says.

CUSTOM MINDSET

Thelen Total Construction began in 1974 and over the years concentrated increasingly on the high-end secondary home market
around Lake Geneva, Wis., a popular destination for weekenders
from Chicago and Milwaukee. As a result of the unique land formations on nearly every project, about 90 percent of Thelen Total
Construction’s projects take a design-build approach.
“If we work through the design process with a client we understand them, they understand us and it’s a smoother building
process,” Thelen explains.
Working with clients through the design, building and maintenance stages has given Thelen Total Construction the insight into
which processes and trends work and what falls short. That can
manifest itself in different ways, depending on the owner. A family
that loves to swim and boat will need convenient storage for beach
towels and a bathroom near the door on the lower level, while
families that love to hold big get-togethers will need laundry units
on multiple floors. “We want that home to suite their needs and
make their life easier,” Thelen says.
Communication is important to the design/build process. By
building a high-level of comfort with each client, Thelen Total
Construction has more freedom to identify deficiencies in the initial plan. The company’s foresight can ensure the final design will
fit the lifestyle of the owners for as long as they use the home.
“We’d rather take care of it in the paper stage than after the home
is framed up,” Thelen says.
“After developing that relationship and getting to know people
well, we can make a lot of enhancements that improve the functionality of their home,” Officer Manager Melody Fehling adds.
Accessibility is one of the most important factors clients often
overlook. A middle-aged couple planning for their eventual retirement home might be healthy enough to go up and down three
flights of stairs now, but it will become much more difficult as they
grow older. To ensure clients can continue to enjoy their entire
home as they age, Thelen encourages them to include space where
a small elevator can eventually be installed. Making an elevator
structure part of the design from the start avoids the need for a
retrofit, saves the homeowner money in the long run and makes
the house more marketable for resale.
“It’s just smart building no matter what age you are,” Thelen explains. “Even if you’re in your 40s or 50s and healthy, you have parents that are aging. It makes no sense to build a home that doesn’t
allow everybody to occupy all of the floors. You want to create an
accessible home.”

be less than a half-acre in size, leading to more a tightly designed
home. Depending on the location, lot challenges and scope of the
project, a project’s price range can fall anywhere from $500,000
to more than $2 million.
Customers are willing to pay those prices because Thelen Total
Construction’s more than 40 years of experience in the market
provides them confidence that they are getting a quality home that
will suite their lifestyle for decades to come. “You learn something
from every project that you build, so that knowledge carries over,”
Fehling says.
Part of that knowledge is understanding the company’s limits.
Thelen Total Construction typically takes on between four and six
homes each year. The small workload prevents the company from
overloading its capabilities and ensures it can give each client its
full attention. “We’re not geared toward high production. We’re
geared toward service,” Thelen says.
The personal service approach has worked for more than 40
years and Thelen does not see any reason to change.
“Bigger is not always better,” he adds. “I feel good about what
we’re providing for our clients and trying to balance the quality of
life with work.” )

VALUING EXPERIENCE

On top of lakefront homes, about 25 percent of Thelen Total Construction’s work is for rural properties, which can range in size
from five to 100 acres. Lake properties, in comparison, tend to
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